Long-Term Confocal Imaging of Arabidopsis thaliana Roots for Simultaneous Quantification of Root Growth and Fluorescent Signals.
Observing cellular and molecular processes in living organisms is key for understanding many important biological processes. Confocal microscopy is excellently suited for this as it enables the observation of molecules and cells in tissue layers of living organisms in three dimensions over time. However, in continuously growing organs, such as plant roots, observations over extended time spans become difficult as the specimen quickly grows out the field of view. Here, we provide a protocol that allows for the acquisition of confocal microscope time-lapse images of root tips spanning many hours, as the growing root tip is tracked and the microscopy is automatized to change the position of the stage. Importantly, due to its specific setup, this protocol allows for observing the effects of chemical stimuli or for creating specific growth conditions by precisely defining the growth medium during imaging. The protocol is suitable for observing multiple fluorophores, thereby moving beyond the level of individual genes. It is also simple enough to conduct larger numbers of these assays. Here we exemplify our method by describing the observation of root growth and GFP intensity in root tips under iron depletion conditions.